
Panama DC
PANAMA® DC - 54" CEILING FANMODEL 59512Brushed CocoaMedium Wood Finish

Panama® DC - 54" Ceiling Fan
Rich in history and tradition, the Panama is a true classic. Inspired by evolutions in the automobile industry, this product has been revamped
and revitalized while keeping the foundation and integrity that makes it a perennial best seller. This is the original five-bladed fan, and it
remains as timeless as ever.

 Offering a lifetime of superior performance and silent operation, ultra-powerful DC motor is four to five times more efficient than typical fan
motors

 Installer's Choice three-position mounting system allows for standard, angled or low ceiling mounting

 3" and 2" downrods included to ensure proper distance from the ceiling and optimize air movement at your preferred blade height

 Casablanca's Comprehensive Warranty includes a lifetime motor warranty, one-year parts and electronics warranty, and 120-day in-home
service

Indoor only
Control Included

Dimensions

Energy Information

A
13.29 in (Flush 12.29, Angled 46.29)
B
11.69 in (Flush 10.69, Angled 44.69)
C
2.75 in
D
12.00 in
E
6.49 in
F
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G
4.43 in

Airflow
6675 cfm

Electricity Use
32 watts

Airflow Efficiency
206 cfm/watt

Standard dimensions: with 3 inch downrod (included)
Angled dimensions: with 36 inch downrod (not included)

Running at high speed


